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25 YEARS…OF DEDICATION. The celebration
On date 16th February 2013 Tecnidea Cidue celebrated the 25th
anniversary at “Antico Casale Tre Camini” – Costermano Verona ; many
guests attended, both Italians and from abroad.
Often, unfortunately, celebrating, catching up and having friendship are not connected to work and business. I must admit that I am
very lucky to be in Tecnidea Cidue - TC2 - ; in fact here colleagues are
friends and they support each other both in the company and in spare
time.
Celebrating 25 years of business, we have the chance to spend
some good time together with partners, colleagues, suppliers, customers and to remember everything happened during 25 years of work together. 25 Years is a long time, but remembering good memories brings
good feeling to everyone.
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At the party attends dearest friends, both the old
and the new ones. The celebration begins with a dinner with employees and partners. After that we go to
a wider location where are displayed industrial areas,
applications and markets of Tecnidea Cidue. Very interesting are also the products displayed in order to
show the developments of 25 years.
During the event there are bands, jokes, gags and
good wine. The most important present is the participation of our friends who share a great moment of
celebration with us; in effect the spirit of the event is
spending good time with the people closed to You.
The party ends with smiles, gifts, jokes, thanksgiving
and unavoidable cakes; great satisfaction for organizer and happiness for guests.
After this important event we go back all together
to daily working routine, with commitment and professionalism, but with an even more consolidated friendship.

Hundred of these days Tecnidea Cidue!
Giorgio Canova
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25 YEARS… OF DEDICATION. Ideas in motion

TC2 focus its Program of investments and development operating at the same time on many lines of action for consolidating
and improving its commercial and technologic positions.
The 2012 was a positive Year that allowed TC2 to increase with
significant percentages the turnover and thank to the positive
vision of its Direction, TC2 has enjoyed the increase of the Capital Stock that was approved and delivered at the end of the
Year 2012.
This two factors have contributed in a considerable way to consolidate the programs that TC2 have undertaken: a considerable penetration in new Markets like: China, India, Turkey, Australia and Brazil and the necessity to advance in its Program of
technologic development for the existent lines of production.
Research and the creation of new products will open in the
world of mechanic constructions new frontiers, in fact this is the
fundamental principle that guides the business choices of TC2.

“Work with joy” this is the Motto of ours technicians! Maybe not
all products that we invent and that our company offers, find
immediately the right collocation and a rapid commercial development, but certainly all open new frontiers in the world of
mechanic.
We of TC2 are very proud to be however always on the first line
of the research and development.
As in the past 20 Years, our Staff is personally in the Hannover
Fair with our Stand “Pad. 25” “Stand A33” where we expose
our products and where we are happy to meet new clients
but especially consolidated clients so that we can face the issues on normal relations of collaboration as well as technical
details, but also for illustrating the news that our company offers. On this matter TC2 takes advantages from the great
showcase of the ‘Hannover Messe’ for presenting the numerous news that will be illustrated, divided in 10 points:
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1- In the production line VIB, there are new molds for the
construction of the products:
BT-F30, BT-F60, TB 30, TB 60 and BF 50 with the body in
fusion in aluminum.
2- New molds also for the production of : CR-P60 e CRP70 with the body of fusion in cast iron.
3- News in the ‘BLU’ line: here are two new products: the
BLU B and the BLU C that increase the applications of
our already numerous axial elastic tensioners.
4- TC2 has presented the new catalogue “ Ideas in motion Volume 1 C2013” where are illustrated the production lines: Ten Bloc-Big Ten-Gruppi di rinvio-TenJoy-MixAria/Olio-Arco-Cafra Schlussel-PTC-PTF-CAT-3KD and
Ploc. Very interesting are descriptive notes, calculation
system, drawings and technical reports that make this
catalogue the most complete available in the Market.
In this technical manual, TC2 supports its clients following them, step by step, trying to advise them in their
choices, giving them at the same time information that
can be important in the phase of design, construction
and maintenance.
5- Many are the news of the production line TEN BLOC,
the most important is that we modified the catalogue,
in order to make it easier, more flexible and modern. As
in the other production lines, also here are presented
the tensioners separated from the Kits, so that the
choice and use of products become easier and more
immediate.
6- Also ARIA/OLIO is new as well following the same criteria that we used for Ten Bloc, this setting makes the
catalogue easier and allows a great choice of applications to have a look at.
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7- Hannover Messe news: new heavy duty tensioners “BIG TEN”
which has a force of 10,000 Newton.
8- Very interesting and innovative are the new products illustrated in the Chapter: “Gruppi di Rinvio” “Systems to tension
the end of the conveyors”, here are offered many new ideas
and solutions that help the construction of shafts and make
them very simple and cheap.
9- After many years of a honoured work, we improved ARCO
production range: new elastic elements have raw oleate
springs and metal parts are isolated thank to covering gaiters.
This great innovation allows to grow up the technical advantages of ARCO because most of the vibrations are eliminated.
10- Ten Joy is expanded with soft raw oiled and insulated covering
gaiters. For this tensioner are also changed the pre-loading
systems and travel-end switches.
Looking at the catalogue, you can see that the real news are
more then the news that we have just briefly described in 10
points, for example the new covers of each group of products.
But we let our readers having the pleasure of discovering. We
reserve the right to give further information about every news
above mentioned.
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